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AN EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL INVF.STICATION OF THE FLOW FIELD A riOUT A TRANSONIC AIRFOIL.	 .a
IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW WITH TURBULENT BOUNDAR"-LAYER SEPARATION

Morris W. Rubesin,* Arthur r, Okuno,** Lionel L. Levv, ,Tr.,**

John B. McDevitt,** and H. Lee Seegmiller**
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California 1)4035

Abstract

A combined experimental and computational
re-earth program for testing and guiding turbulence
modeling within regions of separation induced by
shock waves incident on turbulent boundary lavers is

described. Specificall y , studies are made of the
separated flow over the rear portion of an 18%-thick
circular-arc airfoil at zero angle of attack in high
Revnolds number supercritical flow. The measure-
ments include distributions of surface static pres-
sure and local skin friction. The instruments
emnloved include high-frequencv res ponse pressure
cells and a large array of surface lint-wire skin-
frf:tion gages. Computations at the experimental
flow conditions ra re made using time-dependent solu-
tinns of ensemble-averaged Navier-Stokes equations,
plus additional equations for the turbulence
modeling.

Nomenclature

A	 - van Driest damping length

C 
	 - pressure coefficient, (pw - p.)/q_

C	 = airfoil chord length

X	 = distance along; chord from leadine edge

,x = effective length of skin-friction page

v = distance from surface normal to chord

uS
location of senaratiun streamline

= thickness of viscous region

* = inccmnressible disnlacemen! thickness (F.q. (5))
i

eddy diffusi-itv

u	 = viscosity at the airfoil surface
w

kinematic viscosity in the free stream

p	 = free-stream density

e	 density at the airfoil surfacew

*	 = surface shear stress
w

wn
surface shear stress on surface with constant
nregsure

Introduction

c	 - local skin-friction coefficient based on thef 
free-stream dynamic pressure

I	 - wire-gage current

k	 = roughness height

f	 - mixing length of turbulence

M^	 - free-str eam Mach number

Pr	 - Prandtl number

p
w
	- local surface pressure

P.	 - free-stream pressure

q_	 - free-stream dynamic pressure, (1/2)p.u2

R	 = resistance of wire gage

Re	 - Reynolds number, u c/vc ^,a	 o	 m

Rep	- Reynolds number based on boundary-laver
momentum ^hirkness

R	 = resistance of wire gage at 0oC
0

it
u	 - local velocity parallel to chord

u6	- Velocity at edge of viscous region

u^	 - free-stream velocity

v	 - local velocity normal to chord

T	
*Sericr O ta F f Scientist.

**Research Scientist.
r

An understandine of the fluid-dvnamic mech-
anisms controlling the separation of boundary
lavers fror aerodvnamic surfaces is of mainr imnor-
tance in aeronautics. The forces and moments on
aerodynamic bodies at angle of attaca and the per-
formance of diffusers within wind tunnels or air-
craft engines are often governed b y the existence

aml location of separation. Thus, the nredictinn
of the position of the onset, the behavior of the
boundary-laver separation, and the reattachment

p rocesses have occepied the fluid mechanics commun-
ity for nany years (e.g., Ref. 1). Until recently,
however, the techniques o f predicting separation
have been quite approximate, at hest involving itera-
tion between essentiall y inviscid and vlscois

regions of the flow field.	 In this iteration p ro-
cess the viscous region is tightl y coupled to the
inviscid re gion, whereas the reverse is not true.
This unequal sensitivit y had led to numerical diffi-
culties, and the iterative process is not generally
successful.

Recent developments in computer technolopv and
numerical anal ysis, however, have made it possible
to avoid t`ie iterative process by permitting the
time-dependent solutinn of the full Navier-Sto'<es
equations for the entire flow field. 3 For two-

dimeng icnal laminar boun d ary layers, these solutions
have bce •i found to be quite accurate." When atten-
tion is turned toward turbulent houndary lavers with
eddy viscosit y representations of the Revnolds
etress terms in the ensemble-averaged Navier-Stole,

ey.,dtfens, it is found that these empirical methods,
so usefvl for equilibrium hnundary lavers, do not
work well when se p aration occurs. •F^

1.



In an effort to improve turbulence modeling for

boundary lavers seFarating at sonic flight speeds,
the Ames Research Center has initiated concomitant

p rograms in experimental and numerical fluid dvnam-
ics in which the experimental results are used to

help guide the develo pment of turbulence models.

The first part of this program was reported in
Ref. 7. The experiment involved the measurement of

the static pressure distribution over the surface of
an 18%-thick circuLar-arc airfoil in the free-stream
Mach number range from 0.71 to 0.79 for a range of

Revnolds numbers. These measurements were su pple-
mented by flow visualization vith surface oil
streaks and shadowgraphs. The airfoil was tested in
the Ames High Revnolds Number Channel, a facility
that has top and bottom walls contoured to the shape
of the streamlines computed to exist one-half the

channel height awa y from the chordline of the air-
foil in an inviscid flow for a s pecified design Mach
number. The Reynolds numbers em p loyed in the experi-
ment were as high as 17 x 10", based on free-stream
flow conditions and the chord length. At the high-
est Mach number tested, the standing shock waves on
the airfoil onlv extended two-thirds of the distance
to the contoured walls so that wind-tunnel blockage
was not a factor in these experiments. In parallel
with the experiments, computations of the flow field
about the airfoil were performed through time-
dependent solutions of ensemble-averaged compressible
Navier-Stokes equations in finite-difference fom.8+8
The turbulence models used in these calculations
included the usual algebraic formulations for eddy

viscosity, 10 which implv the turbulence is in equilib-
rium with the mean flow, and semi-empirical turbu-
lence lag models that attempt to account for turbu-
lence history. In addition, some unique eddy viscos-
ity formulations were required in the separated
region downstream of strong standing shock waves;

these are presented in the present paper in the sec-
tion devoted to the flow-field computations.

In Ref. 7 detailed comparisons were made between

the measured and compe.:ed surface pressure distribu-
tions for two Mach numbers at a chord Revnolds num-
ber of 4 - 10". In either case, a standing shock
wave terminates the supercritical flow, that is, the
supersonic flow region that develops adjacent to the

airfoil. At M - 0.74, the standing shock wave is
too weak to separate the houndary laver, and separa-
tion only occurs very close to the trailing edge
where the pressure rises quite rapidl y . The compu-
tations, with the different eddv viscosity models of
turbulence, predicted shock-wave locations about
5-10", of the chord downstream of the actual location.
Modifications of the turbulence model that improved
the prediction of the shock-wave location resulted

in too low a pressure recover y at the trailing edge.
At :d - 0.79, the standing shock wave induced sepa-

ration at about x/c - C.675. When the turbulence
models were adjusted in an attempt to fix the stand-
ing shock wave where: the experimental wave is
located, the predicted pressure recovery in the
separated region was much too high.

Surface pressure distributions, while contribut-
ing to an overall assessment of the accuracv of a
specific turbulence model (ompuration for a given

flow condition, contain insufficient information to
guide improvements necessary in the turbulence model.

Traditionally, this guidance has been provided by
detailed mean velocity survevs through the houndar,,
layer (e.g., Refs. 10 through 14), with the mensnrc-

ments close to the surface being particularl y useful.

Because the current ex periment involved a very small
model operating at a high unit Revnolds number
on • in , /m), the houndary lavers on the model were

too thin (0.4 mm) to survev with im pact pressure

probes, hot wires, or a laser dopnler veiocimeter in
either the viscous suhlaver or the fullv turbulent

wall region of the boundary laver. Further, intrus-

ive probes, such as impact pressure• probes or hot

wires, together with their support mechanisms, were
considered possible sources of floe interference at
the transonic flow conditions of the present
experiment. To avoid such interference and, vet, to
pain insight into the mechanisms takin g place within
the boundar y laver close to the surface, reliance

was placed on measurements of the local skin
friction.

The flush heated wire gage described in Ref. 15
was particularly suited to the task of measuring the
local skin friction because of its com p act configu-

ration and insensitivity to streamwise pressure
gradients that would occur on the airfoil. A design
decision had to he made as to whether the individual
gages would be (1) mounted on buttons that could be
calibrated in channel f lows and then placed in cavi-

ties on the wing surface; or (2) mounted directly on
the surface of the wing and calibrated indirectly by
operating the wing ender conditions where boundarv-

laver calculations of local skin friction were
expected to be accurate. The latter option was
adopted as the simp ler anoroach, and one which could

y ield an aerodvnamlcall y smoother surface. Thus, in
effect, the gages read skin-friction values relative
to those that existed on ,he win g at free-stream

liach numbers where the external and boundary-laver
flows were believed to be understood.

Since all the instrumentation emp loved in the
present investigation had response times of less
than 0.01 sec, dvnamic as well as static measure-
ments were taken to determine if shock-induced sepa-
rations that ap pear to be steadv were really so.
Thus, dvnamic measurements of skin friction are

presented.

Because the experiment described herein uti-

1[zed the same facilit y reported thoroughly in Ref.
7, the experimental emphasis here will be on the

skin-friction model. For comp leteness, the turbu-
lence model used in the calculations presented in

this re port is given in detail because it forms the

basis for some discussion of the results. Finallv,
the dvnamic behavior of the surface measurements is

discussed.

F.xperirwntal Procedures

Ames High Revnolds Fumhe: Test Channel

The Ames High Revnolds Number Test Channel was
used for the skin-friction experiments described.
The rhannel consists of A large high-pressure air

suppl y , a test section, and a large-volume vacuum
vessel, described in detail in Ref. 7. A srhematic
diagram of the test section of the channel is shown
In Fig. 1. The air enters the test section through
a hellmouth, passes through the test section and a
speed rontrol region before entering the diffuser
that l eads to the vacuum vessels. For the current
experiment, the pressure distribution and skin-

frtction airfoil models spanned the test section and
were mounted from the side walls. The upper and
lower test section walls were contoured as described
in the t+revious section. In addition to the
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of Ames High Reynolds
Number Test Channel

contouring, the upper and lower walls of the test
section could be pivoted about their leading edges to
permit compensation for the displacement effects

created by the boundary-laver growth nn the four
walls of the test section. The Mach number in the
channel was controlled by adjusting the flow area in
the speed control section with inserts in the top
and bottom walls and by translating a wedge axially
along the test section centerline.

The air and vacuum supplies of the Ames High
Reynolds Number Channel are adequate to permit opera-

tion at a relativel y high unit Rey.olds number of

85 • 101 /m for a maximum period of 45 sec. During
this time interval, Joule-Thompson cooling of the
air supply causes the stagnation temperature of the
facility to drop by about 100C.

Experimental Models

Two models having identical external configura-
tions were utilized in the experiment. Each is a
circular-arc airfoil, 18% thick, with a chord length
of 0.2032 m. The first model, designed for measure-
ments of the pressure distribution about the model,
was made of steel with a surface finish of 0.000813
mm. The model contained 47 pressure taps on one sur-
face and 3 on the other side to allow aligning the
airfoil to an angle of attack of 01 . Details of
this model and of the pressure distribution exneri-
ment are given in Ref. 7. The second model, used
for this skin-friction experiment, contained 7 pres-
sure taps in addition to an array of 30 hot-wire
skin-friction gages set into blocks of plastic. The
purpose of the pressure taps was to ensure an align-

ment of the model to a Oo angle of attack and to
verify that the pressure distribution on the skin-
friction model, at a few discrete stations, agreed
with the pressure measurements at the same stations
obtained on the pressure distribution model for the
same free-stream conditions and top and bottom test
section wall settings. Although the models spanned
the test section of the channel, the flow field in
the vicinity of the center span of the model awav
from the side-wall boundary lavers was found to he
two-dimensional, even under conditions where large
regionsof separation occurred over the airfoil and
on the Side walls.?

The schematic drawing of the skin-friction
model, presented in Fig. 2, shows the sections of
two rather large cavities in the model (shaded areas)
containing polystyrene plastic (r p xolite) that was
molded into place and which supnorts the lead-in

wires and the skin-friction gage wire elements.

Fig. 2 Skin-friction model instrumentation

Table 1 Location of skin-friction gages

Wire
x/c

WWire
x/c

Pressure = x/C 

no. no. orifices

1 0.276 16 0.651 1,2 0.1

2 0.292 17 0.676 3 0.3

3 0.308 18 0.713 4 0.5
4 0.324 19 0.744 5 0.7

5 0.437 20 0.775 6,7 0.9

6 0.453 21 0.805
7 0.469 22 0.821

8 0.484 23 0.836
9 0.500 24 0.851

10 0.516 25 0.866

11 0.531 25 0.881
12 0.547 27 0:896
13 0.562 28 0.911

14 0.589 29 0.926
15 0.621 30 0.941

Photographs of the model are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The dull spanwise streaks are filled cavities that
contain tubes leading to the pressui• ? tap s. The

wires composing the skin-friction gages were placed
on the surface of the plastic inserts In a direction
normal to the stream between pairs of lead-in posts,
and epoxy plastic was molded in between the wires as
shown in the inset on Fig. 2. This technique for
construction of the akin-friction gages is identical
with that developed in Ref. 15. On the current
model the gage wires were made of platinum having a
diameter of 0.0254 mm and lengths in the spanwise
dir— tion of about 6.35 mm. One problem with this
type of model -onstruction is the maintenance of an

nerodvnamicall y smooth surface at the Joints between
the polvatvrene and steel, and in the epoxy between

the individual wire Ra ges. Because of the relative

softness of the plastic surfacea and the rather
delicate nature of the wire gac,ls, it was decided
to make surface contour measurements without actu-
ally touching the surface. A low-intensity, but
narrow laser light heam was projected on the surface
of the model and the position of the reflection was
noted on a screen across the laboratorv. The local
surface angle of the model was determined from the

geometric arrangement of the laser, model, and
screen. From these measurements it was a simple
matter to deduce surface waviness or roughness
heights of about 0.0004 mm. it was found that the
model had a waviness of less than 0.004 mm in an
average distance of 3.18 mm between the wire eages
(see inset in Fi g . 2). The step heights in the
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Fig. 3 Photograph of skin friction ^.^.lel.

The buried-wire skin-friction gages used in
this experiment are still in the development stage;
therefore, their calibration was conduct?d as an
intimate part of the main experiment. Details of
the calibration procedure and related discussion are
given in the results section.

Computational Method

The computations of the flow field about the
airfoil at M - 0.788, where boundary-layer separa-
tion is induced by the shock wave, were performed
using a form of the computer program described in
Ref. 9. The computer program utilizes an explicit
finite-difference method to solve the time-dependent,
two-dimensional ensemble-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions applicable to compressible turbulent flows.
The turbulence is modeled with an algebraically
expressed eddy diffusivity model, termed Model 3 in
Ref. 9. TLis model assumes that the turbulence is
in equilibrium with the local mean flow. With ref-
erence to the following sketch, the eddv diffusivity
expressions for the various regions indicated are as

follows:

Fig. 4 Detailed photograph of skin friction model
showing lead-in posts and gage wires.

L-A - 26 
Dv 

cw Tw	(3)
w

surfaces where the plastic and steel met were less
than 0.0003 mm. For reFerence, the criterion for

aerodv amic smoothness in an attached houndary laver

is -c f /1 (..k/. , .)  	 5, where k is the allowable
surface roughnes height. ) In the regions of
attached flow for the conditions of this experiment,
the values of k are about 0.0023 mm or one-half
the actual surface waviness. It can be expected,
from the data summarized in Ref. 1, that the surface
waviness on the Akin-fricti	 ;nodel could cause the
measured skin friction to br about 5% high in the
regl ns of attached flow. For separated regions,
the surface waviness should be less influential.

These are acceptable errors for an heuristic experi-
ment such as this.

For future reference, the numbering and corre-
sponding positions of the skin-friction gages are
shown graphically in Fig. 2 and are also given in

Table 1.

This is essentially the classical van Driest model

for the inner portion of a turbulent boundary laver.
The term 4v/ -Ix has been added to Eq. (1) to
account for departures from true boundary-laver flow
as the noint of separation is approached. The van
Driest damping length A is expressed identically
as on a flat plate, with no account being made for
the effect of surface pressure gradients as is aug-
gested, for example, in Ref. 10.

II cuter region of boundary layer and wake

0,0168uAA*

-	 (4)

1 - f( y - yus)/615

where vD5 is the location of the streamline bound-
ary of the separated reRinn and f is the overall
thickness of the viscous region. The displacement
thickness f* is defined as

i
d

-(1 - u/u6 )dy	 (5)
i
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Equation (4) is based on the Clauser mudel, 12 but
accounts for intermittency of the turbulence in the
wake with the term Containing y. The usual defini-
tion of It is modified with the lower limit of

integration moved from the surface to the separation
stre-lmline yDS'

III Separation bubble wall region

F - 0.0168u 5T (y/vD5 )[1 - exp(-v/A)])^	 (6)

IV Separation bubble wake region

E = 0,0168u A 6i	 (7)

Discussion of Results

Surface Pressure Distribution

The transonic flow over the circular-arc, 187-
thick airfoil was studied in Ref. 7 with the pres-
sure distribution model for a rather extensive range
of Mach and Reynolds numbers. In these experiments,
the upper and lower walls of the channel were con-
toured to conform to the free streamlines that would

exist over this airfoil for free flight in an invis-
cid fluid at M - 0.775. The channel walls and
their positioning were kept constant for all the
Mach and Reynolds numbers of the tests. Mach number
was controlled by adjusting the dimensions of a down-
stream nozzle throat and the position of the trans-
lating wedge (see Fig. 1). The R p• nolds number was
controlled by setting the stagnation pressure. The
stagnation temperature is uncontrolled, but remained
close to ambient and was continuously monitored.
Supercritical flow, where the local velocity at the
surface of the airfoil exceeds the local sonic veloc-
ity, was found to occur above M - 0.71. Between
M - 0.76 and 0.78, an unsteady, masymmetric periodic
flow occurred. At Mach numbers below the unsteady
flow regime the boundary layer remained att.ched
until the trailing edge was approached; in the
unsteady regime, separation alternately switched
from the trailing edge to the base of the shock wave;
and above M - 0.78 separation was fixed at the base
of the shock wave.

Since the objective of the present experiment
was to define the local skin friction for the care
of nominally steady shock-induced separation, it

was necessary to test at a Mach number greater than
0.78. Thus, the skin-friction experiments were con-
ducted at M - 0.783 for chord Reynolds numbers
ranging from^8	 10 1' to 14.3 • W'. For calibration
of the skin-friction gages, the skin-friction model
was also run at M - 0.682 where the flow is sub-
critical and boundary-laver theory can be expected
to apply over almost all of the airfoil with reason-
able accuracy. Because the Mach numbers employed in
these tests differ from that used to deafen the con-
tours of the upper and lower walls, and also because
viscous effects including the rather large Reparation
zones would also cause the actual streamlines awav
from the airfoil to deviate from those based on

inviscid theory, it cannot be expected that the prea-
sure and skin-friction distributions measured in
this experiment would conform closely to free-flight

conditions. It would be expected, however, that the
behavior in the two types of flows, that 1s. In the
specific channel configuration and in free flight,
would be sufficientl y similar so that the separation
mechanisms studied in one flow field would be repre-
sentative of the other. In the channel, strict

application of the comp utational method for ralculat-

ing the turbulence sep aration on the airfoil
requires introduction of the actual upper and lower
wall contours ns boundary conditions in the computer

program. This is being done at p resent; however,
the comp uter results riven in this paper were based

on free-flight conditions and when comparing the
data and the computations this innate difference
must be considered before drawing conclusions.

RepreRentative surface-pressure distributions
on the airfoil for the two test Mach numbers of this
experiment are shown on Fig. 5. The ordinate is the
pressure coefficient C 	 and the abscissa is the
station rep resented as a fraction of the chord. The

data for 11 - 0.784 and Rec m - 10.7 - 10 6 indicate
shock-induced separation occ6red at about
x/c - 0.675. Be yond this station the pressure
recover y is quite poor. The pressure measurements
on the skin-friction model (filled s ymbols) show
that the flow conditions over the two models -ould
be reproduced quite well. The subcritical case is
represented by the data at M - 0.682 and
Rec	 - 12.4 x 10 6 . At this Mach number, signifi-
cant -

 
p ressure recovery occurs toward the trailing

edge. Arain, there is good agreement between the
pressures measured on the p ressure distribution and
skin-friction models (open and filled svmbols,
respectivelv). The data obtained at other Reynolds
numbers (3.1 10 6 <_ Rec- 5 14.3 x 106 ) are quite
similar to those shown in Fig. 5. The positions of
separation indicated on the figure for the two test
cases were determined from oil-film photographs.'
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Fig. 5 Pressure distributions on airfoil for
trailing-edge and shock-induced
separation

Calibration of Skin-Friction Gages

1he principle of the heated wire skin-friction
gape requires that Its dimension in the streamwise
direction he small compared to the boundary-laver
thickness. As the effective dimension of the gage
Is compnaed of the actual diameter of the heated
wire plus the region of the substrate surface whose

temperature is elevated because of the heat con-
ducted upstream from the wire, it 15 necessary for
the gage wire diameter to he ver y fine and for the
substrate to have a very low thermal conductivity
(Refs. 15 and 16). When these conditions are met,
the heat transferred from the heated wire element
forms a thermal boundar y laver over the gage that
lies within the vlacrnls Rublaver immediatel y adja-
cent to the surface. Because the flow here is

^;_S



essentiall y laminar, the heat-tran:^fer mechanisms

are governed by the fluid propertLee and the veloc-

it ,N gradient normal to the surface, or skin friction,
that exists just .n,stream of the mare. Titus, the
power lost from the Rape, per unit of temperature
rise over the unheated airfoil surface at the same

stati, ,n, becomes a measure of the local skin friction.

The measurements of skin friction are sensitive
to the local surface-pressure gradients as was shrn m
in Refs. 15 and 17. Equation (5) of Ref, 15 con-
tained a typographical error of one order of maRni.-
tade foi the Pressure gradient term. To rnrrect that
error, an.i to put the equation fir p •-es q ure gradient
effects irto a form useful °or the present experi-
ment, the effect of Pressure gradient is expressed
as
t	 1/3	 dC
a	

1 - 0.312 _	
(:.xic)	 1	 o	 (R)

wo	 (c /2)Re ` Pr	
C  d(x/(.)

- f	 c,ti

where ; w is the a n tual shear and i w	is tite
shear induced from the gage when the effects of sur-
face p ressure gradients are aeglected. In( identally,
when the equations of Ref. 17 were put in the form
of 'q. (8), the constant in the pter.sure gradient
term :as 0.344.

Equation (8) shows that a .,maller Ax tends to
reduce the ffert. of nonzero pressure gradients,
though the effect of '.x Is only to the 1/3 power.
It also shows that at separation, where o f	 0,
pressure gradients dominate the value of the slain
friction. To estimate the effects of pressure rrad-
ients in she present experiment, Eq. (R) was aprlied
to two portions of the airfoil. At 1 1 - 0.784, Eq.
(H) w•s evaluated at x/c - 0.64, the location of
the foot of the shock wave. With estimated values
of cc - 0.003 and Ax - 3 x (wire d ► ametcr), 1 ' it was
found that the resulting T M, was 3.27 lowrr than
Twr , the value of shear stress that would be inter-
preted to exist when the effects of Pressure grad-
ient are ignored. in the re g ion after separation,
the pressure gradient was much lower, but skin fric-
tion magnitudes were also expected to be lower, for
example, c f - 0.0003. Here errors introduced by
neglecting the effects of pressure gradient were
about 0.77. These estimated errors here sufficiently
small to lead to the decision to neglect surface-
pressure gradient effects in the data reduction.

The first step in calibrattng the skin-friction
gages was to determine their electrical resistance
as a function of temperature. This I: • nee•!ed in
order to use the gageR as resistance elements as well
as heater elements. This step was accomplished by
placing the skin-friclinn model in an environmental
test chamber capable of matntaininit temperatures
between -1300 and 3000C. Two thermocouples were

located on the plastic insert, one on the steel air-
foll,and one in the air just above the plastic
Insert. A small fan inside the chamber circulnted
the air to minimize temperature gradients. As a
consequence, the thermrcnuples showed departures
from their mean temperature reading of nnlv about
0.06oC. The resistanreR of the wires were re::d and
recorded cn the channel instrumentation system
(electronic millivoltmeter plus magnetir tape
recorderR) An that the calibration q and apnllcation
of the Rnven ,- qe1 the sane read-nut equipment.
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Fi e . 6 Temperature deuenience of the e.lectri•^al
resistance of the skin-friction gags

wire loon of she same Platinum wire •,aed for the
gages is a l so shown. The reference temperaturt wrG
chosen to be nor, and measurements were made up to
7500. It is ohRerve,t tlu-t -he wire Ragos qnutted on
the airfoil model showed g reater chinpos of resis-
tance with temperature than did the free wire. This
is explained b y the stretchin g, o f the mounted ,fires
resulting from the ,)ol y -tvrene having a larger
linear thermal expansion coefficient (7 • 10-5 /01;)

than does the platinum (O.8 Q . 16- /0C). Althouph
the wires pave individual readingr of resistance
change ut thin about if of each other, the individual
wire calibrat i ons were used in the data reduction to
account for the small differences in resistance that
existed between the wires, and which could cause
terineratnre -1ifferenec.; of a few ,legree q if a single
mean curve were used.

fhe skin-friction model wan '.hen mounted in the

Amer; High Reynolds Number Channel and the stage wires
were electricall y connected to be used either as
resistance elements, for surface tempera t ure mea-
surements, or to be driven b y standard constant tem-
perature mode hot-wi-e equipment, where the instan-
taneous voltage required to taint,-in a preassigned
overheat is measured and recorded. Assix DIRA sys-
tems were available, onl y sie wire-;were heated

during anv given run. This was not a serious liml-
tati- •n because It was shown in ;tef. 15 that heating
A raga immediatel y upstream of another gage could
affect the latter's readings. For the measurement
of the ma gnitude of sl,.in friction, • .everal .oires
were left unheated between the heated skin-friction
gages to minimize the interferi•uce. This inter-
ferenre effect, in fact, is the basis of the Rena-
ration dete ,-to- explained in Re ► . 15 n •1 was used in
the present exneriment to define the sign of th-
gkfn-friction measurements In the separated zones.
Unheated wires downwind of a heated gap.- indicated
temneratures in excess of what would have been
expected it that location In the absence of heating.

As stated earlier, boundRr y- laver computatiot.s,
under tondit'ona %.-here boundar y-laver theory is
expected to Rive good indications of the skin fric-
tion, were used to "calibrate" the skin-friction
scams. To gain some inRipht into the acruracv of
this, process, two different boundary-laver Programs
cont..ining different turbulence models were com-
pared for the subcrftical pressure distribution
(N- - n,692) ^hown on Fig. 5.

One pr jrx . . 4 11-d M• rvin-Sheaffer, i q an
extension of Ref. 19 that contains a hio-laver al ge-
braic eddv vis . onit- model stmilnr to that of Ref.
10 c' a , therphv, n9Rttmes that the turbulence is

The resulrn of the electrical resistance rali-
bnttion of the 30 skin-friction gages are shown on
F i g . 6. For compariRnn, the rn glRtanre of a free

^i

o	 10	 to	 30



always In equilibrium with the mean flow. The second

computer program allows for departures from equilih-
rium between the turbulence and the mean flow h•

introducin g two difterenti,tl equr,tions F or the I htcn-

sit,• and scale cl the turbulence, l " This latter nro-
g;ram is an extensi on of the work of Saffman' o and,
for reference, iv called the Modified Saffman model.
In It; present form, it can also account for the
streamline curvature along the surface of the air-

foil as an option.

The distributions of skin friction that resulted
frorl applving these progr.tms to the airfoil with a
pressure distribution corresponding; to "r. - n.682,
Fig. 5, are shcnm in Fig. 7 for the case here the
channel was operated at a total pressure of 60 psin.
The '•larvin-Sheaffer program required the positions
of the beginning and the end of transition to turbu-
lence to be spr.cified. The transition locations wer••
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To show how sensitive the rredicted skin frlc-
tion I,t to the narticular model of turbulence
emnloved in the calculations, computations based on
the Modified Sn''fman model . • re alsn ih•,wn on ^1g. 7.
Because the earlier `larvin-Sheaffer com putations did

not show much sen-iti •I It y to the transition loca-
tlonv, no Particular care was taktn to match the
transition to the data. Tr.,rsition was arbitrarily

Initiate < I at x/c - 0.02 sad allowed to run its

course within the computer nropran. Ilne Modified

Saffman curve includes the effect of the convex sur-
face curvature of the ai rf oil whereas the other
treats the airfoil boundar y laver as me on .• flat

p late experiencing the pre;sure distribution occur-

rinv, on the airfoil. A comparison of these two

curves indicates that the effect of the rnnvex sur-
face curvature is to reduce the local skin friction

by an amount that increases with distanc, , along the

airfoil surface, or r•nre directl y , cho boundarv-

lar•er tlickness. At the trollin g ed ge, where the

boundar y laver is the thickest, the differenrP
caused by the curvature is about 30;! of the rela-

tivel y small values of sheat occurring there. At
x/c - 0.7, the curvature effect it+ onl y about 5%.

f rom the curves shown In Ft g • 7, it is

observed that hevond x/c - 0.1, the region of
interest in the sep arated flow test, the results of

the `larvin-Sheaffer pro gram and the Modified Saffman

p rogram with surface curvature agree to within 107,.
Thus, either program could be used for "calibrating"
the sl.in-friction pages; because the Marvin-Sheaffer

program runs ver y quickl y , it was used for evaluat-
ing the ;hear on the airfoil for channel total pres-
sures of 15, 30, and 45 psia, in addition to the 60

psia vnluF• s shown in the figure.
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MODIFIED
	SAFFMAN	 The Skin-friction Rag- calibration nrnress con-

WwIrHCUnVAThIRElsisted of testing the airfoil at M - 0.682 nt a
series of Revnolds numbers. nurinq each test, six

h.idel y separated skin-friction ra pes were heated and

the power loss per unit of tem perature rise (I2R/AT)

within each heated g.rge was determined. The temner-

	

Fig. 7 Calculated skin friction on !trfoil for 	 attire of the heated ga ges and of those unheated
conditions of an attached boundar y laver,	 wires measuring the airfoil surface temperature ltist

!t - 0.682, Re	 - 12.4 • 10 `	upstream of the heated gapes (i.e., the '.T) were

c '^	 determined from the electrical resistance R men-
—A for  11,rh .11 - and from the a of Vio_ h_

estimated from clots of the power lost per unit tem-

perature rise, 1 7 11/'T, rerorded bX the skin-friction
gages. The location where the 1'11161 began rising
rapidly with distance along the chord was chosen n;

the point of onset of transition. The location of
the end of transition was taken where the 12R/AT
reached a first maximum. When the skin-friction gage

data at the four different stagnation p ressures or
Revnolds numbers were examined in this wav, it was
noted that transition onset could he represented
reasonnhly well by a value of ke y - 521 and the end
of transition by Rep - 1567, nf'course, not all the

data agreed exactl y with these crtterin but the dita
could be bounded, for example, on the high side by
Rea - 666 and Rep - 1699 for the onset and end of

transition, respectivel y . The results from the

Marvin-Sheaffer program base,' or both Rets of trans[-
ti-in criteria indicate in Fig. 7 that skin friction
downstream of !ransitlnn 1s relativel y innenr.itive

to small chang. • s in transition location. At the
trailin g edge the two calculations differ b y ahou,

10%, but It is not clear why differences caused b 
the location of transition near the leading edge of

the airfoil ii , •I d be I ireest farthev downstream

from transition.

M.N ,

Pig. B Cnlibrat 1 ,	 or••em of representative skin-

.' Iion Roger
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For each successive run, another Reries of six gages
was heated, and so on until all the gages were heated
-or a given Revnolds number. Five rur q w. • re needed
At each Rcvnoids number to cover the 30 )apses on the
model and a sixth run was made to measure the Air-
foil Rltrfare teemperature without heatin g an- of The
wines. This process was repeated for the four

Revnolds numbers. When the measured power loss ner
unit of temperature rise for each gave was V ooted
against the calculated values of (,,w,sl;w)I^ for the
corresponding test conditions and Rage locations,
curves such as those in Fig. 8 resulted. Note that

(uw . I W Tw ) I/3 is used as the ahsciasa in this figure

because the basic theor y underlying the gageR shows
the power loss per unit temperature rise to be lin-

early pr ,,portional to this quantit y . The range of
Vie representative curves shown on Fig. 8 encom-

passes all the RageR and provides an indication of

the maximum variation between the pages. At the
lower values of shear, conduction effects in the
plastic substrate cause a departure from linearity_
(see the curve for wire 24), and this had to be
acrounted for in the calibration, especiall y Rance
low v a lues of shear were expected in the region of
ceparated flow.

Co--irison of Computed and Measured Flow Field

In this section, comparisons will be made or
th., :omputed and measured flow-field characteristics
for A - 0.788, where Rhock-induced boundary-laver
separation occurs. In considering these comparisons,

it r g t be recalled that the computations at this
time apply only to free-flight conditions and may not

cl " eiy agree with calculations emplovin g identical
turbulence models but utilizing the contours of the
upper and lower walls of the channel as houndar y con-
ditions. The comparisons, then, of the numerical
solutions and the data must he viewed in :I

qualitative sense.

In Fig. 9, the calculated and measured surface
pressure distributions are compared. From experi-
ence with inviscid flow-field computationR, it is
felt that the mismatch in the location of the shock
wave shown in this figure is due to part to the dif-
ferences between the houndar y conditions of the cal-
culation, Ind thune that artuall y exl g ted in the
channel with contoured walls designed for M - 0.775.
Ot course, the turbulence wdelinR also has a largt
effect on the shock-wave location. The Finall Mach
art Revnolds number differences between the

17
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cRicul:ttinns and the experimental condlrlonR, lo,w-
ever, ar,• h,•Iieved to he innivnificant. This 1ndr-
menr Is halted on A rmmnariRon of a R,rles of c„m-
nutcd rel-nlis with a specific turbulenco mane) and
free-flil;ht houndar y conditions for a ranee of `lach
:end Revnolds numbers." A nualitative cnnrlusion of
the comparison between the data And computatinns in
Fig. 9 is that the turbulence model emnlovt-0 in the
present calculations ( Re(- Comnutnttonal Method)
results in too high a nressure recoverv. Ph-sIcaI1v
this wo,11d imp l y that the p redicted thickness of the
separated region tR too narrow. An eddv diffusivity

that is too large overall could rouse the nar-ow
separation region. 9 For turbulence in equilibrium
with the mean flow, there is A contradiction here In

that thinner regions of vl g cous flow usuall y r,!nult
In smaller values of eddv diffusivity III

	 outer
reglonR since I - R	 Thi•. imp lies that the chief
turbulence modelin g (ifficultf es lie with the model-
in g of the inner regions, re p fona I and Ili of the
sketch in the section on Computational Method. An
alternative means of achievin g lower e f fective eddv
diffusivities in the modeling involv e s use of the
concept of rurhulence TAR (e.g., Refs. 4 and 9).

Figure In shows the distribution of the local
shear Rtreas coefficients, hased on the free-RtreAm
dvnamic pressure, that were obtained from the skin-
friction gages at Re c - 10.7 ^ 10' and 14 3 • 10'.

For values of x/c less than 0.675, that is, ahead
of separation, p redictions could he has pd on the
rtarvin-Sheaffer houndar y-laver program and the
experimental pressure distributions. The difference
between these lines is An indication of the magni-
tude of the effect Revnold g number has on the local
skin-friction coefficient for the attached flow.

The data obtained with the skin-friction Rages
are shown in FiR. in for Re r - 14.3 - lO s And fo:
Re c - 10.7 , 10 . It is noted that manv of the wire
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gages Indicated on Fig. 2 and in Table 1 are not rep-
resented on Fig. In. The reason for this is that
after calibration several of the ga es brole durit,p
the running of ti.e experil.wat. 	 rho gage wire; ,ar,

extremel y delicate and were damaged b y particles of
dirt in the air that were accidentall y introduced
into the channel. Fortunately, the damaged wires

were, limited to vrtlues of x/c lass than O.S.
Usuallv, the wires were damaged b y being broken or
pulled awav from their lead-in posts. A few wires

were completer- pulled off the model. Visual exam-
ination of the broken wires before and after runs
indicated that no froa;mer.ts of wire extended into

the airflow to , • ause major diaturbances. Fortunately,
the objertives of the present experiment were identi-
fied with pro,-rsses takin g p lace aft of the
x/c . 0.5 station, +here none of the wires was
broken. The increased surface roughness probably
Introduced by the upstream broken wirer is not
expocted to have affected the results bevond x/c
0.675 because of the rather thick viscous lavers

there and the relativel y long distance between the
last o' the broken wires and the region of gages that
remafnrd intact.

,c comparison of the experimental data at
x/c - 0.276, 0.306, and 0.531, where the flow is

attached, with the 4arvin-Sheaffer calculations
(identical with those used to "calibrate" the wire
gages) is an indication of the reneatabilit y of the

skin-friction measurements. These points are all
within 10% of the boundary-laver computations corre-
sponding to the appropriate Reynolds number and
experimental pressure distribution. If the repeat-

abilit y is taken as a measure of the uncertainty -f
the measurement and if the percentage unrertain[v in
the power measur ement is treated as constant, the

uncertaint y in skin friction at the low values in
the separated region is estimated to be about 15%.
The uncertaint y in the region of separated flow rand
low skin friction is larger berause the heat trans-

ferred to the subst-a.. • material ,,f the hefted wire
gage becomes proportionately larger.

The solid lino represents the values of the
skin-friction coefficient obtained from neiwert's

yavier-Stokes code and the turbulenc ,• model'ng

described previously for a Revnold, number of
10 • 10', and is to be compared with the experimental
data represented by circles. Again, because of the

difference in boundar y conditions between the free-
flight computations and those that existed In the
channel, only qualitative compar:s. .it. are meaninpful.
As with the pressure distributions, the predicted

skin-friction coefficient does not drop at quite the
same chordwlse station as the data. The predicted
values indicate fife shock-wnve location at -a larger

x/c than the data, which is Renerallv consistent
with the pressure distribution results; however, the
difference in shock location indicates b y the skin-

friction dat.i is someithat less than in the case of

the pressure data.

in general, the experimental data and the com-
putations show a similar character in the separated
flow region. After sepa r ation. a maximum shear in

the negative direction develops. This shear dimin-
ishes in magnitude with distance bark on the airfoil
for a while. and then approaches a sernn•l maximum in

the absolute •.ense as the trailing] edge is :approached.

This general character su ggests strong flow reversal.

Tice computations cnnfi ^.e thi! behavior to a resinn

closer to the trailing edge than is eviden , in rh•

da t a, which	 consistent with the d,wnstrcam

The chordwlse .ilstrthutinn over the airfoil of
the rat le of the rms-to-mean vall • es of C,-w'w) is
shown in Pip. 11 for shock-ind%ced separation at

M - 0.7R4 and Rec ^^ - 14 • in', :.head o f' the shock

wave, in the reRinn of attached flow, the flurtun-
tlons nre a small fraction of the %tn value and

- Ia. 11 Skin-friction ga pe fluctuations (0-IMO Hz)
for shock-induced seperatirm on the airfoil:
4 - 0.7144. Fe	 - R • 106

Co.

nredirtiun of the shark-w-ive po g ltlnn. The mn pni-

tude of tote r e versed Fhear q , however. nre serlously

tmderp redlcted lust hvic:id separation an ,1 nenr the

1-a c ifill, edge. Near the trnilin g edge this ma y be

c• anved by ,a 	 in the pressure Rradient in the
romputat ions bevond x/c - n.9. It should be noted

that bet•ond the airfoil the pressure prad'ent

becomes strongl y adverse a gain, which suggests n
computational singralarit y at the trailing edge.

rluctuatingSkin- v rirtion Me,+urements

To pain some knowledue of the relative rharnr-
tertatics of skin-friction fluctunti- ,ns in regfons

of attached and separated flo g , the nc compnnents

of the out p ut voltages of the h.•nted wins were
recorded on magneti c tap e for suhseeuent analvsira.

Because the wire gages are imbedded in ralastir.
their frequency res ponse is low (1200 to 16nn Ha)
compared to that of a conventional hot-wire anemom-
eter; hence, the flucutntin g voltage output by the
pages is in res ponse to onl y some fraction -if the,

total fluctuntion in skin frictirn present at the
airfoil surface. 1n order to corm are the fluctuat-•

ins skin friction on an equitable basis of frequencv
content, the recorded signal of each heated wire was
passed through a 100n-llz cutof f filter prior to

evaluating its rms voltage. The rms valuer of
Q'%tnw'w) were evaluated usin g the rms volta ge output

AT, the resistance of each wir y Ra ge, and assuninp
that the power loss per unit temperature varies

linearly with (uwo w ,0 113 over the range of the

fluLtuation.
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inere.v;e down-at ream .t% the :+heck is approarhed. 	 In
the separated flow reRlon hrhlnd the shock way.•.
where the mean value of	 ,w is small tg ec ri,, It-).

fluctuations in the nwtntit y (iyr;w w) agtp rot h
values that are neariv as large is the mean and, near
the tralliug edge, again hecome a small fraction
thereof• I'he sign of the ordinate In Fig. 11 corre-

sponds to that of	 w in the meat value and was

determined by the sign of the .kin-friction co-Ifi-

cient in Fig. 10.	 It appear4 that the fluctuations
in "akin friction" at 1000 H, or less are a large
fraction if the mean value in regions of separated

flow.

ConcluJing Remarks

I'he flush lint-wire skin-friction {cage liar here
domnnstr-tted to be ahle to mc.t qure the local qkln
friction on a transonic airfoil experiencing ghock-
tave-fnduted turbulent-bnundar y-laver F;eparatlon in

high Reynolds numbet flow. The estimated accuracv
of these measurements is about IST. Together with
local surface pressures measured on the same nirfoil.
these data provide the hasen for testing and verlfv-
ing computations Lased on Rivnolds-averaged Navter-
Stt.Trr equattonr that are c l osed through tvrhulev e
modeling. To date, however, the computer codes have
not p rogressed su M cientl y to permit efficient
development of a new turbuleuce model. One serious
shortcoming of computer codes emploved to date is
thit thev appl- strictly to free-flight conditions
and do riot accommodate test .hannel wall configura-
tions. This mismatch in houndar y conditions c:n
have significant effects on the flaw field immedi-

ately next to the airfoil surface. Therefore, before
different turbulence models can be quantitatively
tested against the pressure and skin-friction data it
Is necessary to incorporate the rhnnnel wall confip,-
oration and the boundary-laver dlsplacement efferts
into the buundary condition of the computer coder.

Thi, is being done currently.

With the proper huundary conditions. it will hr
possible to test computer codes containing different
kinds of turbulence models and numerical logic
against the data presented here. The predicted p res-

sures already suggest that the tu • bftlence model used
in the present ralculations yields a reparation

region that is narrower than wou l d he constatent

with the pr.• saure measurements. The message wit`A n
the skin-friction data is Less cleat because the
flow In the separation bubble is sensitive to model-
ing rhanges throughout the flow field en j must await
syxtem..tle turbulence model modifications in it code

with proper boundary conditions to pro%lde modeling

guidance.

The comm• • nta above impl y the belief that
Reynolds stress modeling ran ultimntely be made to
fit both the experimental pressure and skin-frietinn
data in the separated laver. In the narrow empiri-
cal sense this is true. vet the lar ge dynamic ch.tr -

ter of the skin-friction dat.t found to exist in the
separated zone ma y be in ompatihle with universal

statistical turbulence models appro priate to other
kinds of flow that. are steady.
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